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1. INTRODUCTION
This report presents the equations and logic to be programmed for an
all digital simulation of the AAP orbital workshop (OWS) pointing control
system (PCS) and thrust attitude control system (TACS). Development of this
simulation is a subtask of Task KM-205. Analytical studies to investigate
the performance of the OWS attitude control systems will be carried out as
part of Task KM-205 using this simulation.
At the time that these simulation requirements were assembled, some
areas of the OWS control system software were not completely defined. To
work around this problem, it was established that the program would be
developed in a modular form such that the final software could be incorpor-
ated without disturbing the overall program structure. In many of these
undefined areas, subroutines have been developed which anticipate the soft-
ware to be incorporated in the onboard computer (on the basis of the physi-
cal principles involved and any available documentation). Changes to the
it 	 simulation will be made as the software to be programmed in the onboard com-
puter becomes finalized.
A block diag ► u,,. J the OWS attitude control systems (ACS) is shown in
Figure 1-1. The portions of the OWS ACS which are modelled in this simu-
lation include the CMG subsystem, the thrust attitude control system (TACS)
jets, the pointing control system (PCS) and TACS software in the ATM digital
computer, the star tracker, the vehicle rate gyros, and the acquisition sun
sensors. The experiment pointing control (EPC) subsystem and the launch
vehicle digital computer (LVDC) are not modelled.
The operational modes of the OWS ACS which have been modelled include
all the possible modes of operation described in Reference 2, the Interface
Program Requirements Document (IPRD).
A general purpose input/output processor will be used for this program.
All parameters named in Section 4 will be available for printout or plot-
ting. The frequency of printout and plotting will be specified seperately
and will be some multiple of the fast loop frequency. More details on the
It input/output processor will be given in the user's manual.
1-1
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2. COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND SPECIAL DEFINITIONS
This section provides the definitions of the coordinate systems used in
the simulation and discusses the required matrix transformations between
them. Figures 2-1 through 2-8 illustrate the relationships between perti-
nent pairs of coordinate frames.
2.1 s-SYSTEM
The s-system (X s , Ys , Zs ) is earth centered with Xs perpendicular to
the ecliptic plane and positive in the direction of the celestial north
pole, and Z s
 pointing at the sun.
2.2 p-SYSTEM
The p-sytem (Xp , Yp , Zp ) is an earth-centered system with X  along
the earth spin axis and positive towards the earth north pole. Z  is the
projection of Zs
 onto the equatorial plane.
2.3 e-SYSTEM
The e-system (Xe , Ye , Ze ) is earth centered and earth fixed, i.e., it
rotates with the earth. X  lies along the earth spin axis and is positive
toward the earth north pole. Z  lies in the equatorial plane and is posi-
tive through 0-degree longitude.
2.4 o-SYSTEM
The o-system (X 01 Yo , Zo ) is earth centered with X  perpendicular to
the orbit plane, positive in the direction of the orbit momentum vector.
z  lies along the intersection of the orbit plane and the equatorial plane,
positive in the direction of the ascending node.
2.5 Y-SYSTEM
The Y- system (X Y , YY , ZY ) is earth-centered inertial system with
X  = Xs and Z  parallel to a line from the sun to the vernal equinox.
C
it
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2.6 v-SYSTEM
The v-system (X v , Y v , Z v ) is centered at the vehicle center of mass
with Z  along the vehicle radius vector, positive toward the center of the
earth and X  parallel to X  and positive in same direction as + Xo.
2.7 u-SYSTEM
The u-system (Xu , Y u , Z u ) is centered at the vehicle center of mass
with Z  pointing at the sun and X  in the orbit plane, positive in the
direction of the vehicle veloLity vector at orbit noon. This system is the
nominal solar inertial reference system.
2.8 b-SYSTEM
The b-system (X b , Yb , Z b ) is centered at the center of the vehicle
multiple docking adapter (MDA) with X  along the vehicle longitudinal axis,
positive through the CSM. The Z  axis lies along the centerline of the
Apollo telescope mount (ATM) and is positive away from the ATM. The
b-system is initially aligned to the v-system via three successive rotations:	 --o
_	 1
bv' ''bv' and 'bv about X
v , Y v , and Zv , respectively. Nominally, while in
the solar inertial attitude, 
:bv 
is the central angle in the orbit plane
between the orbital assembly (OA) and orbit noon, by =	 and `bv is the
angle tetween X  and the orbit plane. A positive	 occurs when Z  and X 
lie on the same side of the orbit plane (i.e., when the sun and orbit momen-
tum vector lie on opposite sides of the orbit plane).
2.9 b-SYSTEM
This system (Xb, Yb, Zb) represents the body coordinate system used by
the onboard computer calculations in determining the vehicle inertial orien-
tation from star tracker measurements prior to a local vertical maneuver.
The b'-system which is ideally aligned with the b-system, is used to simulate
star tracker misalignments. It is assumed that the nominal star tracker
zero reference is along +Y b , so that misalignments are incorporated by
orienting the b system away from the b-system by the two successive : ,!°La-
tions: :_: s
 about Xb and :_;, s about Z'
2-2
2.10 i-SYSTEM
The i-system (Xi , Y i , Z i ) is earth centered with X i = X  and + Z 
pointing towards the sun (Z i
 is the projection of Zs
 on the orbit plane).
2.11 SPECIAL DEFINITIONS
In the detailed requirements which follow, the symbol [A] ef
 is used to
indicate the transformation from the e-system to the f-system, where a and
f represent any of the above coordinate systems. For example,
Xs	 X 
Ys = [A]ps
 Y 
zsJ	 Zp
The notations [ex ], [ey ], and [e Z] are employed to represent the trans-
formations
1	 0	 0	 cos e	 0	 -sin e
0	 cos a	 sin e	 0	 1	 0
0	 -sin a	 cos a	 sin e	 0	 cos e
cos a	 sin a	 0
and -sin a
	 cos e	 0	 respectively.
0	 0	 1
The notation Aef (i, j) refers to the element in the i th row and jth
column of [A]ef'
0
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Figure 2-1. Definition of Solar and Equatorial Coordinate Systems
(s-System and p-System)
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Figure 2-4. Definition of Orbit Coordinate System (o-System)
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3. DISCUSSION OF EQUATIONS AND LOGIC TO BE PROGRAMMED
Appendixes A through H describe the detailed requirements for the orbi-
tal workshop simulation. An explanation of the functions performed in each
of these appendixes is given in this section. All parameters identified in
this section and Appendixes A through I are defined in Section 4.
3.1 APPENDIX A - PROGRAM TIMING FLOW DIAGRAM
In this appendix, the computations to determine the slow loop integra-
tion step size are detailed and the overall program timing is illustrated.
The fast loop, which contains the control systems, sensors, and some
dynamics and other associated computations, is performed every At seconds
(real time. The slow loop integration step size, which is computed on the
basis of disturbance torque magnitude as reflected in body rates, is vari-
able and ranges from At to TBD seconds. Phasing checks are also made in
the fast loop to determine if any mode or parameter change is required.
3.2 APPENDIX B - SLOW LOOP ENVIRONMENT
Included within this appendix are the equations used to generate aero-
dynamic torques, gravity gradient torques, the latitude and longitude coor-
dinates of vehicle position, vehicle orbit position, and matrix
transformations associated with vehicle attitude. Some of the initializa-
tion is also specified in this appendix. The inertia matrix is inverted,
the magnitude of the velocity vector is determined, and orbital rate is also
computed. The initial body-to-local-vertical transformation and the initial
values for other orbital parameters, such as the time of the last ascending
node crossing, are also computed. In addition, the star tracker misalign-
ment transformation is generated and the quaternions are initialized.
The slow loop is also entered periodically (some multiple of fast loop
period) to update orbit position, S angle, slowly varying torques such as
gravity gradients and aerodynamic torques, vehicle latitude and longitude
coordinates, and the transformation between various coordinate systems.
9
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Aerodynamic torques are determined on the basis of the computed vehicle
angle of attack and tables of aerodynamic coefficients stored as functions
of angle of attack. The diurnal bul ge (i.e. variations in atmospheric den-
sity due to solar radiation) is taken into account.
Gravity qradient torques are computed in body coordinates on the basis
of the vehicle inertias and elements of the body-to-local-vertical rotation
matrix cosines.
Latitude and longitude are computed on the assumption of a circular
orbit and a spherical earth. Orbital precession and earth rotation are
taken into account. Orbit position is computed with the assumption of a
circular orbit also.
3.3 APPENDIX C - FAST LOOP ENVIRONMENT
In A p pendix C, the fast loop equations are specified. The first com-
putation made determines external disturbance torques such as crew motion
dockin g and ventin g . Then this torque is summed with the other externals
torques acting on the vehicle including control torque. Following this,
orbit position is updated. The Euler equations, which specify the vehicle
motion, and the quaterions, which specify vehicle attitude, are then inte-
grated simultaneously to obtain vehicle angular rate and vehicle attitude
relative to the inertial reference frame. The angles which the sun vector
makes with the body X- and Y-axes are computed for sun sensor inputs if
these angles are required (i.e., solar inertial daylight mode).
3.4 APPENDIX D - SENSORS
in this ap pendix, the sensor subroutines are called as required. The
Rate Gyro Subroutine 2 1 is entered each pass through the f a st loop. The
vehicle rates are processed throuqh the rate gyro model to determine meas-
ured rates.
The Sun Sensor Subroutine 24 is entered onl y in the solar inertial day-
light mode. The sun vector angles are processed through the sun sensor
model to determine measured sun angles.
3- 2
3.5 APPENDIX E - CONTROL SYSTEMS
In this appendix, the mode logic which is present in the ATM DC is
modelled. The flags which specify the mode of control are tested each pass
through the fast loop and appropriate control subroutines are called on the
basis of these flags. The first test mace is for an inertial hold and man-
euver mode. If this is the mode of control, it is further determined
whether the maneuver to be defined is an auto maneuver or a momentum man-
agement maneuver and the appropriate subroutine is called. This is only
done once per maneuver and the new maneuver flag, ITNM, is then set equal to
Zero.
The pointing control system control (PCS) mode status is then checked.
If the PCS is in standby, further PCS mode checks and all PCS control func-
tions are bypassed. If the PCS is in the cage mode, the Gimbal Caging
Subroutine 5 is called and the commanded control moment gyroscope (CMG) gfill-
oal drive rates are computed for use in the CMG dynamics. If the PCS is in
the solar inertial mode, the Orbit Darkness Subroutine 6 is entered to
determine if the vehicle is in daylight. Following this the Pseudo-Axis
Maneuver subroutine is entered to determine if a Y-axis momentum sampling is
required. A mode snitch will occur if darkness has just been entered on
this fast loop pass. A momentum management maneuver will be called for
unless inhibited. The Solar Inertial Daylight Rate and Attitude Error sub-
routine is then entered to determine vehicle error signals prior to entering
the PCS Control Law subroutine.
If the PCS is in the local-vertical mode, the Local Vertical Rate and
Attitude Error subroutine is called and vehicle error signals are generated
prior to entering the PCS Control Law subroutine. If the PCS is in the
inertial hold and maneuver mode, the vehicle errors are generated in the
Auto Maneuver Pate and Attitude Error Subroutine 14 prior to entering the
PCS Control Law subroutine.
CMG gimbal drive commands are generated in the PCS Control Law sub-
routine and then processed through the CMG Dynamics subroutine to obtain the
control torque. The CMG gimbal positions are then determined by integrating
9
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the gimbal rates in the CMG Gimbal Integration subroutine. The total
momentum stored in the CMG system is then determined in subroutine 10. If
the momentum exceeds some allowable limit, then the appropriate flags for a
TACS momentum dump are set.
After all the PCS mode checks, the TACS control mode status is checked.
If the TACS is in standby, all further TACS mode checks and control func-
tions are bypassed. If the TACS is in the inertial hold and maneuver mode,
subroutine 14 is called to generate attitude and rate error signals. If the
TACS is in the local vertical mode, subroutine 8 is called to generate atti-
tude and rate error sianals. The TACS phase plane and jet select logic sub-
routine is implemented with these errors to determine if jet firings are
required. The TACS control torque is then computed in subroutine 20, and
the TACS fuel consumed is computed in subroutine 22. If the TACS is in the
momentum dump mode, subroutine 21 is called to calculate the jet impulse
required.
3.6 APPENDIX F - INITIALIZATION
In this appendix, certain computations are performed which are required
only once for the control section. The portion of the orbit which is in
darkness is determined. If the vehicle is always in daylight, a flaa is
set. The portion of the orbit to be used for gravity g radient dumping is
also set. An angular increment used to determine whether a momentum sam-
pling is required for use in the Pseudo-Axis Subroutine 12 is also computed.
The TACS imp-ilse which has been consumed is initialized. Several other
dependent parameters which are used in the Mome:`um Manaaement and Pseudo-
Q xis subroutines are computed in this section.
3.7 APPENDIX r, - CDNTRnL SYSTEM SUBROUTINES
In this a ppendix, all the subroutines associated with the TACS and PCS
are detailed. These subroutines contain all the ATM DC, TAGS, and PCS con-
trol equations,and the TACS jet and CMG dynamics models and will be called
as required each pass through the fast loop. The subroutines to be imple-
mented each pass are specified in the control mode checks (Appendix E) or
are called by other subroutines in this section. Most of these equations
are in control system areas which are not well defined at this time.
3-4
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Therefore, the description of these equations will be supplied at a later
date. For the most part References 1, 2, 3 and 4 were used to define the
PCS and TACS. Where other information was required References 5 and 6 were
consulted.
3.8 APPENDIX H - SENSOR SUBROUTINES
Th. appendix describes the models used to simulate the transfer func-
tions and input - output characteristics of the sensors (acquisition sun
sensors and rate gyros). The sensor responses are represented by difference
equations reduced from the Z-transforms of the transfer functions (with some
simplifications made). The rate gyro saturation is represented by an output
rate limit. The sun sensor nonlinearities have been determined by fairing
in straight lines over the input-output characteristic curves.
3.9 APPENDIX I - OUTPUT PARAMETER COMPUTATIONS
This appendix contains the necessary computations to generate output
parameters which differ from variables being generated in the fast and slow
it 	 loops of the program. The only parameters of this nature identified to date
are pointing errors. The angles which will be used to determine pointing
error are adequately defined in Appendix I.
3-5
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4. PARAMETER DEFINITION LIST
All the symbols used in the equations presented in the appendixes and
the text are listed and defined in this section. The programmed equations
assume all parameters are in English units, that is, in feet, pounds, and
seconds. If other units are required, the conversion fac`' r between the
specified units and the foot-pound-second units is a required input for the
input processor. Angular inputs are all expected to be in degrees. The
input processor then converts these parameters to radians. More details on
the input format will be given in the user's manual.
Parameter	 Definition
[A]	 a 3 x 3 control input matrix
C
a quaternion defining orientation of body axes
relative to the p-system
[A]bu transformation relating the b'-system to the
u-system, used in the auto maneuver routine
[A]b* transformation defined by three successive
rotations, ^f,	 of, and ^f, which specifies the
desired final orientation of the b-system rela-
tive to the u-system resulting from an auto
maneuver to an arbitrary inertial attitude
[A]^uf transformation used in auto maneuver calcula-
tions which relates the b-system at maneuver
termination (desired) to the u-system
[A]bui transformation used in auto maneuver calcula-
tions which relates the b-system at the begin-
ning of the maneuver to the u-system
[A] transformation used in auto maneuver calcula-c
tions which relates initial orientation to final
orientation
[A] ef
	direction cosine matrix which rotates the
e-system into the f-system (e or f = s,p,e,v,b,
i , b', u )
A i
	coefficients (momentum management) (i = 2,3)
a ii	 iith element of [A]by
4-1
Parameter
	 Definition
	
ai d 	coefficients (momentum management) (i = 2,3;
J = 2,3)
Aref	
aerodynamic reference area
	
*A rg 	rate gyro characteristic constant
*ASLOP	 parameter used in defining nonlinearity of sun
sensors
	
*Ass 	sun sensor characteristic constant
*ASUNI	 parameters used in defining nonlinearity of sun
sensors (I = 1,2,3)
	
*ATH	 constant used for curve fit of thrust versus
total accumulated impulse
	
[B]	 a 3 x 3 control input matrix
b	 quaternion defining orientation of body axes
relative to the p-system
	
B ii	 ii element of the matrix [B]
B/
	
ij 	coefficients (momentum management) (i = 2,3;j = 1,2,3)
*B o 	a positive constant used in PCS control law
implementation
	
*B 01	 a positive constant used in PCS control lawimplementation
	
*BPPI
	
abscissa in I th phase plane break point
I = 1, 2, ..., 10)
	
*BPRI	 ordinate in I th phase plane break point
I = 1, 2, ..., 10)
	
*B rg 	rate gyro characteristic constant
*B	 sun sensor characteristic constant
ss
	
*BTH	 constant used for curve fit of thrust versus
total accumulated impulse
	
b1,	 b 2 , b 3	 elements of the third column of the direction
cosine matrix [A]vb
	
[C]	 a 3 x 3 matrix related to [A] and [B]
c	 quaternion defining orientation of body axes
relative to the p-system
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Parameter	 Definition
c ii	 ii element of [C]
**c l , cm, C 	 aerodynamic moment coefficients about aero
reference point
ci, cm, cn	 aerodynamic moment coefficients about vehicle
cm
cml' cm2
moment management maneuver rate direction
cosines
*co positive constant used *in PCS control 	 law
implementation
unit vector in body coordinates defining axis
p of rotation during auto maneuver
C X, Y, and Z components of C
p ^ (i	 =	 1,2,3)	 p
*C rg rate gyro characteristic constant
*c sun sensor characteristic constant
ss
*CTH constant used for curve fit of thrust versus
total	 accumulated impulse
Ction
computed TACS jet on time to dum p CMG
momentum about i-axis 	 (i	 = X,Y,Z)
**C	 c Z , ca aerodynamic normal force coefficients
Y9
D value of determinant (momentum management)
d quaternion defining orientation of body axes
relative to the p-system
**D ref aerodynamic reference length
	
*D rg	 rate gyro characteristic constant
	
*DTH	 constant used for curve fit of TISP versus
total accumulated impulse
	
Jel	 rss of the four quaternions a,b,c, and d
	
*ETH	 constant used for curve fit of TISP versus
total accumulated impulse
	
Ex,	 Ey , 
E 
	 equal to E l . E 2 and E 3 , respectively
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Parameter	 Definition
E 1 2 E 2 , E 3	phase plane points (OEx, 0Ex)' (aEy, e Ey ), and
(B Ez , 6Ez), respectively
f 	 from i th row and j th column of Fn]
*F j
	unit vector in direction of applied force
from jet j
Fml	 a flag to indicate the second momentum manage-
ment maneuver has yet to be initiated
* r7TH	 constant used for curve fit of TISP versus
total accumulated impulse
G	 -3;>2
GN	 the sum of the g i (i = 1, 2, 3) coefficients
**g l' g2' g3 coefficients used in total CMG stored momentum
computation to indicate if a CMG is operational
(g i = 1) or inoperative (g i = 0)
Hti	 CMG momentum vector, with components H x , Hy,
and H
z
*h	 orbit altitude measured from the earth's sur-
face (n mi)
*Li a
	allowable limit on stored momentum in CMG
system
A0	 projection of {Hr on i th outer gimbal plane,
with components H
il , Hit, and H 
approximation to the vector {H i }, with compo-
nents H il , Hit, and H 
{h i }	 unit vector along the i th outer gimbal momentum
component
H .	computed momentum available for momentum
management maneuvers
4-4
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Parameter	 Definition
Hmp	 computed momentum available for CMG auto
maneuvers
*Ho	 momentum capacity of each CMG, 2000 ft-lb/sec
*H r
	a positive constant used in PCS control law
implementation
H t
	total momentum stored in CMG system
Htam	 magnitude of total CMG stored momentum which is
allowed to be used for momentum management
maneuvers
Htap	 magnitude of total CMG stored momentum which is
allowed to be used for auto maneuvers
Htmax	 magnitude of total momentum stored in the CMG
system
Htm	 magnitude of the maximum expected gravity grad-
ient momentum accumulation used to determine
allowable auto maneuver rate
Htp	 magnitude of the maximum expected gravity grad-
ient momentum accumulation used to determine
allowable auto maneuver rate
Hxb , Hyb , Hzb	
bias components of stored momentum in body
coodinates
Hxd' Hyd' Hzd
**Hxdb' Hydb' Hzdb
Hxmax' Hymax' Hzmax
components of momentum to be dumped by TACS
desired components of momentum bias
the maximum accumulated gravity gradient momen-
tum expected during an orbit used to determine
momentum available for CMG vehicle maneuvers
H	 momentum stored in the body Y-axis at the sun-
yn	 set terminator
Hyn+l	 momentum stored in the body Y-axis at the sun-
rise terminator
Hyr	 angular momentum removed from the Y-axis CMG
(pseudo-axis maneuver)
IAMM	 set equal 1 if momentum management maneuver to
be performed
**IAUTOM	 set equal 1 if auto maneuver to be performed
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Parameter	 Definition
**IARBI set equal	 1	 if auto maneuver is to an arbitrary
inertial	 attitude
IDARK set equal	 1	 if vehicle in darkness
IDAYL set equal	 1	 if vehicle always in daylight
**IDELTA flag set to indicate a delta maneuver from ZLV
is to be defined
IDELV flag set to indicate a delta maneuver from ZLV
is in progress
*i e inclination of equatorial	 plane relative to
ecliptic plane
**IGGI flag set 1	 to inhibit GG momentum dumping
IICR flag set 1	 if either an auto maneuver residual
angular increment or incremental	 change in
attitude is to be added to the present attitude
error
*[I ii ] vehicle inertia tensor relative to the b-system
(i, j	=	 x,	 Y ,	 Z)
IKMM flag set to indicate momentum management maneu-
vers have been defined
IMPC instantaneous total 	 accumulated impulse
IMPCO initial	 value of	 IMPC
*i o inclination of orbit plane relative to equator-
ial	 plane
**IPCAGE set equal	 1	 if PCS in gyro cage mode
**IPIHM set eau31	 1	 if P CS	 in	 inertial	 hold	 and
maneuver mode
**IPSI set equal	 1	 if PCS	 in solar inertial	 hold mode
**IPSTB set equal	 1	 if PCS in standby mode
**IPZLV set equal	 1	 if PCS in LV hold mode
**ITIHM set equal	 1	 if TACS in inertial 	 hold and maneu-
ver mode
ITMOD set equal	 1	 if TACS is dumping CMG momentum
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Parameter nefinition
**ITNM set equal 1	 if new auto maneuver is to be
defined
**ISTAR set equal	 1	 if star tracker computation is	 to
be performed
ITSON set equal 1	 if TACS momentum dumping in progress
**ITSTB set equal 1 if TACS in standby mode
**ITZLV set equal 1	 if TACS in LV hold mode
**I x ,	 I y ,	 I
 estimated values of principal moments of inertia
stored in control digital computer
IXON set equal	 1	 if TACS X-axis jets dumping
momentum
IYON set equal	 1	 if TACS Y-axis jets dumping
momentum
IZON set equal	 1	 if TACS Z-axis jets dumping
momentum
**IZLV set equal	 1	 if auto maneuver is to ZLV
JFLAG(I) jet-on	 flag	 for jet	 I	 (I	 =	 1,	 2,	 ...6)
*Kbl a positive constant used in PCS control law
implementation
*Kg a gain constant used in computing gimbal rate
drive during caging
K 
a positive variable used in PCS control law
implementation
*Ki a positive constant used in PCS control law
implementation
*K a positive constant used in PCS control law
implementation
*Km a positive constant used in PCS control law
implementation
KJET parameter to indicate if a jet is firing
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Parameter
	
Definition
*Krgi	 rate gyro output bias and scale factor constants
corresponding to each body axis (i = 1, 2,
..	 , 6)
*Krt	a positive constant used in PCS control law
implementation
*Kssl	
sun sensor output scale factor about Y-axis
*Kss2 sun
sensor output bias about Y-axis
*Kss3
sun sensor output scale factor about X-axis
*Kss4 sun sensor output bias about X-axis
*K 1 9 K2 ,	 K 3 ,	 K constants used in computation of air density
*K 1,% K2	, K31 a number related to the i th main diagonal	 com-
ponent of [K^]
*K 1 K,
K 3
main diagonal elements of [K3]
*K 1	, K2 _, , KI, main diagonal	 elements of [K 
P I
*K 1. , K2, K3:, main diagonal	 elements of [K.]
[K ] a 3 x 3 weighting matrix used in PCS control
law implementation
[K 2 ] a 3 x 3 matrix related to [K) used in PCS con-
trol law implementation
[K , ] a 3 x 3 weighting matrix used in PCS control
law implementation
[K, 2 ] a 3 x 3 matrix related to [K,] used in PCS con-
` trol law implemention
[K ] a 3 x 3 weighting matrix used in PCS control
law implementation
[K ] a 3 x 3 weighting matrix used in PCS control
law implementation
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Parameter Definition
{Mc } total torque command vector
{Mcd} desired torque command vector
{Mcf} filtered torque command rector
Mcfi ith component of the vector {Mcf}
{Mcfi} projection of {Mcf } on i th outer gimbal plane
Mcfij jth component of the vector {Mcfi } (i = 1, 2, 3)
*Mcflim filtered torque command limit, a positive
constant
NJET total jet-on time during TACS computation
cycle, At
J
position vector of jet j, with components P
PA,	 Pzj'	 ( j	= 1,2,...,6)	
xj
PFLAG M minimum impulse flag	 (I	 =	 1, 2,	 ...,	 6)
*PQRLIM limit on rate gyro output for each gyro
Pt rate error coordinate corresponding to the
position error on those positions of the phase
plane switching lines having non-zero slope
q 
dynamic pressure
R vehicle angular rate vector, with components
P, Q, and R
R time rate of change of R
*r radius of the earth
Rc commanded body rate vector, with components
P c , Qc , and R 
[RG]	 matrix defining the measured vehicle rates for
use in determining the required CMG torque
*rj	 position vector of jet j, relative
to vehicle c. m.
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Parameter	 Definition
*Ro	initial value of R
Rrg	 measured body rate vector, with components
Prg ,
 Qrg, and Rrg
[S]	 matrix in thq auto maneuver routine used in
determining C  for the case of y  > 170 degrees
*SF1	 safety factor to reserve a fraction of the CMG
momentum for transients during auto maneuver
*SF2	 safety factor to reserve a fraction of the CMG
momentum for transients during moment manage-
ment maneuvers
*SMALL	 a flag used in the computation of the slow loop
computation cycle to indicate if a reduction
in =t has ,)een calculated
*S rg	rate gyro response about X-axis
t time from run initiation
T 
aerodynamic torque vector with components Tax'
Tay , and Taz
*TATH TACS thrust
T cj command TACS torque by jet j, with components
Txcj , Tycj , and TzCj	 ( j = 1,	 2, ...,	 6)
T cp control torque, generated from PCS, with com-
ponents T cpx , Tcpy , and Tcpz
T ct control torque, generated from TACS, with com-
ponents Tctx' Tcty, 
and 
Tctz
TF time at which auto maneuver is to be tern;4n-
ated
T g	gravity gradient torque vector with components
Tgx , Tgy , and Tgz
t 
	
1;tar,4C t neous Greenwich time (referenced to
noon)
*t go
	
Greenwich time at run initiation
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9 Parameter	 Definition
TI	 time at which next momentum management maneuver
is to be initiated
ti o	 time to initiate a momentum management maneuver(i = 2, 3)
ti 
if
	 time to terminate a momentum management maneuver
(i = 1, 2, 3)
*TISP	 TACS specific impulse
equals t. (time to initiate a momentum manage-
t (j+l)a	 ment lnan^Bver)
t^ j+l)Q	 adjusted time to initiate a momentum management
maneuver (j = 1, 2)
*t^	 minimum impulse time
to	 time of the last crossing of the ascending node
Is TPC	 TACS propellant consumed
*T rg
	rate gyro response about Y-axis
**T r 	impulsive torque vector input in tabular form
which represents crew motion, docking, venting,
etc., with components Trx , Try , and Trz
*t	 abscissas in tabular in put of T	 versus time
rui	
where u = x, y, z, i = 1, 2, 3 ru
Tslow	 time at which the slow loop was last entered
*Txn , Tyn , Tzn	 nominal torque components expected from TACSthrusters
Txon' T yon ' Tzon	
simulation time at which x, y, and z jets are
shut off after TACS momentum dump
*U rg	 rate gyro response about Y-axis
U l , U 2 , U3
	elements of a vector in auto maneuver routine
which lies along the unit vector C 
v	 magnitude of vehicle orbital velocity
(Q - [h + r])
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v lParameter	 Definition
vxb' vyb 	 vzb components of vehicle velocity vector in body
coordinates
**X cm
, Ycm' Zcm components of vehicle center of mass in vehicle
coordinates which are used in aerodynamic calcu-
lations
**XBAR, YEAR, ZBAR coordinates of vehicle c.m.	 in body coordinates
*XYZ scale factor used in the adjustment of the slow
loop computation cycle
a total angle of attack
{U} outer gimbal angle vector, with components al,
a2 and a3
{a} time rate of change of {a}
ra
c
commanded outer gimbal rate vector with compo-
nents & lc , a2c' 
and 
^3c
{acd} desired outer gimbal rate command vector
{aga }	 outer gimbal rate vector for gimbal avoidance
computations, with components a lga' alga, and
a3ga
'ige	 ith outer gimbal rate error signal (i = 1, 2,3)
Ailim	 a quantity related to alim 
(i = 1, 2, 3)
*Alim	 outer gimbal rate limit
*llm	 outer 
g imbal limit
** `ld' "2d' 'a 3d	 desired CMG outer gimbal caging angles
angle formed by the vehicle radius vector from
the center of the earth at orbit noon and the
vector from the center of the earth to the sun;
s > 0 when the sun and the orbit momentum vec-
tor lie on opposite sides of the orbit plane
*{}	 gimbal angle vector with components u l , u29
and ^3
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Parameter
	 Definition
{s} time rate of change of {s}
{s c } commanded inner gimbal rate vector, with com-
ponents slc' s20 and a 3
{ s cd } desired inner gimbal rate command vector
{ s ga } inner gimbal rate vector for gimbal avoidance
computations, with components a lga , s 2ga , and
s3ga
*slim inner gimbal rate limit
*s 
lm	 inner gimbal limit
Is
**3 Id'
	
std' s3d desired CMG inner gimbal caging angles
r rotation about the ecliptic north pole which
transforms the s-system into the Y- system
[Y ] a matrix defining the transformation from body
to principal coordinates
Yc total angle of rotation used in auto maneuver
routine
Ylj element from row 1 and column j of the trans-
formation matrix from body to principal axes
A Ii	 -	
I 
	 (i,	 j	 =	 x,	 Y,	 Z)
A magnitude of momentum stored in the CMG system
in the same direction as the momentum change
desired for a momentum management maneuver
op magnitude of momentum stored in the CMG system
in the same direction as the momentum change
desired for an auto maneuver
*At fast loop computation cycle
A t root sum square of AX, AY, and AZ
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Parameter	 nefinition
oe	 fraction of the total orbit angle traversed in
one fast loop cycle
AT 	 time duration of auto maneuver
**Ax , Ay , Az	
desired incremental change in present attitude
vector (=o) ,
 with rotation order equal X,Y,Z
oa	 difference between longitude of ground track
and longitude of ascending node
1 p j
	overlap condition indicator (j - 1, 2)
the first of two successive rotations (ors
s	 about x and oy about z) of the b-system into
the b-system s
angle about vehicle Z-axis through which vehi-
cle must be rotated to compensate for Y-axis
momentum accumulation expected to be due to
principal X-axis being out of the orbit plane
*	 the second of two successive rotations (c,
^s	
about x and o
	
about z) of the b-system iAto
the b'-system s
*3	 time increment used to test the nearness of tt
allow	
to It 
max' 
If 1t is within 
Vallow 
seconds of
15t maxthen, even though the angle criterion for
expanding ^t may have been satisfied, I t is not
increased
*	 maximum allowable vehicle attitude change about
max	
any axis between any two successive slow loop
computations. Used as a criterion for computing
st
o	 half angle cone subtended from orbit altitude,
h
* t	 slow loop computation cycle
*"tmax	
maximum allowable value of ^:t for a given run
angle used in transforming from i-system to
o-system
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Parameter	 Definition
	
e ij	 computed momentum management maneuver angles(i = y, z and j =1, 2)
	^iJ	
momentum management maneuver rates
(i = x, y , z; J = 1, 2, 3)
	n tm	 the displacement of dump midnight due to x 
being out of the orbit plane
e	 orbit position angle measured from orbit noon
	
*e bs	 rotation about body Y-axis to represent a mis-
alignment of the sun sensor with sun vector
	
6 b	 angle relating the b-system to the v-system
*ebvo	 initial value of ebv
	
**e f 	the second of three Euler rotations defining
the final desired vehicle orientation resulting
from an auto maneuver to an arbitrary inertial
attitude
	
e lv	 orbit angle at which local vertical Z-mode is
initiated
*e o	 initial value of e
	
6 	 updated value of a used in fast loop calcula-tions
e r	 orbit position angle when darkness is entered
(measured from orbit noon)
	
6 s	 sun sensor output about Y-axis
e 1 , e 2 , ei three successive rotations which define the
orientation of the p-system relative to the
s-system
	
T	 attitude error vector to be used by control
systems (from sun sensors outputs and integra-
ted rate gyro outputs)
	
aE	 attitude rate error vector to be used by con-
trol systems (from body mounted gyro outputs)
	
[n]	 transformation from the h-system to the current
reference system
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Parameter}definition
a longitude of ground track
inertial
	 longitude of sun line	 (Figure 2-8)
a n longitude of ascending node
*a n rate of change of an
initial	 value of an
no
u latitude of ground track
*u g earth gravitational
	 constant
^z
rotation about Zb required to put the principal
X-axis	 in the orbit plane
pair air density
min the minimum allowable momentum man y pment dump
half angle
*N n air density at orbit midnight
O r an angle used to calculate the orbit position
from midnight where gg momentum dumping will
be initiated or terminated
w bank angle, used in calculating aerodynamic
torques
*°bs rotation about body X-axis to represent a mis-
alignment of the sun sensor with sun vector
Ybv angle relating the b-system to the v-system
bvo
	
initial value of ,bv
**^ f
	the first of three Euler rotations defining the
final desired vehicle orientation resulting
from an auto maneuver to an arbitrary inertial
attitude
'SS	 sun sensor output about the Y-axis
n
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Parameter	 Definition
^bv	
angle relating the b-system to the v-system
Nvo	
initial value of 
^bv
**^f 	the last of three Euler rotations defining the
final desired vehicle orientation resulting
from an auto maneuver to an arbitrary inertial
attitude
magnitude of orbit rate vector, T
^b
	orbit rate vector in body coordinates, with
components 
Pxb' 
0yb
. 
and Qzb
*W	 magnitude of w
W 	 earth spin rate vector
Wi	 auto maneuver rate limit
Wi p	 computed rate vector magnitude for CMG auto
maneuvers
*Wit
	
auto maneuver rate magnitude for TACS
maneuvers
*Input constant which is required only at program initialization
**
Input constant which is required at program phasing points as well as
program initialization
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Aerodynamic and Gravity Gradient Torques
Input:
K1' K2' K3' Ke' A ref ' Dref' o n' Xcm' Ycm' Zcm' 
Ya,f), Cm(a,f),
C n ( « ,m), Cy («,^), C z ( « ,^), Ca(«,^)
Transform Velocity to Body Coordinates
Vxb	
V
Vyb = [A]vb
 0
Vzb	
0
Compute Total Angle of Attack
-1 Vxb
.a = cos	
v
0 < a < n
Compute Bank Angle
V
m = tan-1
Vzb
0 < ^ < 27
Compute Density
-K3e2
Pair	
K1 1 + K2e
for 27- K 6 < e <_ 27 or 0< 0< K e
B-7
'AIR - ON
for K 8 < a < 27 -K6
Compute Dynamic Pressure
qp = 1/2 Pair v2
Compute Aero Moment Coefficients About Vehicle Center of Mass
C' = C + C Zcm - C Xcm
m	 m	 a D
ref	 z Dref
X	 y
C' = C -c	 cm	 - C	 cm
n	 n	 y Dref	 a Dref
C' = C + Cy Z
	 y
cm + C	 cm
z	
Dref	 z Dref
Compute Aerodynamic Torques
Tax	 q  A ref Dref C.I
ay = q o A ref D ref Cm
az	 Q  ' ref Dref Cn
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Compute Gravity Gradient Torques
G= - 3w2
Tgx - G[b 2 b3 (IYy	 I zz )	 b 1 b2 I xz	 (b2 	b3 ) Iyz + b 1 b3 Ixy^
T	 = G[b b3 	- I )- b b3 	- (b2 - b2 ) I	 + b b I 1gy	 1 3	 zz	 xx	 2  xy
	 3	 1	 xz	 1 2 yz
T	 =G[b b (I
	 -I ) - b b^ I	 -(b2 -b2 ) I	 + b b Igz	 1 2	 xx	 yy	 1	 yz	 1	 2	 xy	 2 3 xz^
where
b  = Avb(i,3)
f
is
19
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Latitude - Longitude
Compute Latitude, p
if Q (t - t n )< 7T
u = sin -1 N t - tn )] sin io
where
0 < u < 7/2
if  (t - tn ) > n
u = sin
-1 17T	 - SZ	 (t	 - tn )] sin	 io
where
-"<_u<_02
Compute Longitude, A
if  (t - tn ) =0
Aa = 0
If0<2 
(t-tn)`- 2
IT
o^. = cos-1 Icosu cos o (t - tn)l
0
<A^<n
2
I f 2<- (t - t n ) < 7T
oa' = cos-1 
cosu 
cos ( n - ^, (t - tn)]^
< 
TT
 2
Ax = 7 — Da'
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If0(t-t 
n
) =Tr
AX = Tr
If Tr<Q (t - tn ) 53Tr
oa' = cos-1 c-1 cos [si(t - tn) ' 'r]^
n<oa'<2
Al = Tr + AX,
If 2—'r < Q (t - tn ) < 27r
ct	
^
oa' = cos-1 c-1 cos [2Tr - n (t - tn)]
0 <	 a ' < Tr2-
oa = 27 - Ax 
IfQ(t-tn) =2Tr
oa=0
a = a + AX
n
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C1
C-3
0
C-4
Impulsive Torques due to Crew Motions Docking, Vo nting
Tr is input in tabular form versus time, t.
Tr shall be calculated from this table as having a constant
value between any two successive tabulated time increments,
tri 
and tri+1'
Trx ^-7 
tr3
0	
trl	 tr2
	 I	 I tr4	 tr6	 t
Example
C
C
C-5
APPENDIX D
SENSORS
D-1
zPRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
ENTER
Rate Gyro Subroutine
#23
NO
IPSI = 1
YES
U
	
YES
IDARK = 1
NO
Sun Sensor Subroutine
#24
cnNTINUE
C
D-3
APPENDIX E
CONTROL SYSTEMS
E-1
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
ENTER
i	 YES	 YES	 NO
IPIHM = 1
	
ITNM = 1	 IAUTOM = 1
	
NONO	 YES
YES
ITIHM = 1
NO
NO
IAMM = 1
YES
Auto Maneuver
Subroutine #1
Auto Maneuver
Rate Subroutine #2
Momentum
Management
Maneuver
Subroutine #3
Momentum Management
Maneuver Rate
Subroutine #4
Begin PCS
Subsystem
/	 YES	 Go to TACS
IPSTB = 1	 E6	 Subsystem
NO
E
YES	
Gimbal Caging
AGE = 1	 ISubroutine #5
NO
C E5 ) Go to CMG dynamics
n^ 4 	 ///
E-3
E4
00,
	YES
IPSI = 1
	
,^	 Orbit Darkness
Subroutine #6
NO
Local Vertical	
Pseudo Axis Maneuver
YES	
Rate and Attitude 	
Subroutine #7
IPZLV = 1	
Error Calculation
Subroutine #8
NO
YES
Go to PCS	
IDARK = 1
E7	 Control Law	 ?
Implementation	 NO
YES	 Auto Maneuver 
IPIHM = 1 Rate and	 6p>
Attitude Error 
Subroutine 014
NO
IGGI = 1
E6
	
E7
NO
IPSI = 0
IPIHM = 1
ITNM = 1
IAMM = 1
IKMM = 1
Solar Inertial Daylight
Rate and Attitude Error
Calculation Subroutine #9
Go to PCS Control
E7	 Law Implementation
E-4
E7
PCS Control Law
Implementation
Subroutine #15
From Caging
E5
	
CMG Dynamics I
	Specifies Tpc
Subroutine 1-16
CMG Gimbal Integration
Subroutine #17
(
Total Stored CMG
	 I
Momentum Subroutine #10
Momentum Constraint
Subroutine #18
9
C
E6
E-5
E6
Begin ^TAS
Subsys
/	 YES
ITSTB	 1	 E11
NO
/	 YES	 Auto Maneuver
ITIHM = 1	 Rate and Attitude
?	 Error Subroutine #14
NO
E10
YES	 Local Vertical
ITZLV = 1 Rate and Attitude
Error Calculation
Subroutine M8
NO
0
E8 )	 I E10
E-6
W.-
Y
NOt
TACS Momentum
Dump Subroutine 021
E11
Exit Control
System Section
E10
TACS Phase Plane
and Jet Select logic
Subroutine #19
I
Compute TACS Torque I
Subroutine #20
Specifies T c
I
TACS Fuel Consumption I
Subroutine #22
a
E-7
APPENDIX F
WCIU INITIALIZATION
F-1
IERECEDING PAGE 13LANK NOT HLMt u.
it
I c.
1WIU Ini:ialilatlon
EATER
60 • %in- 1 (	 ]
(always in daylight)
YES IDAYL	 1
C046 < cot 60
°r • ' a
•
nln
Ib
[DArI 0
_ cos 
'. 1 1 1I when darFknns
Ortit position
 •	 cm^l cos  fnund
gYIES
use all darkntsspfNOd fordumping
a o • 0.6 (c	 e t )
iNOC	 INpCn
• tan 1
	 '1] tan 8tan 1 r
(r
,=	 2	 2	 2	 2	
11
r il • r 12 • rI] tan 1
tan 1 'il sin - sin . t - '12 sin P Cos . 2 + 13 cos rt
bm	 r11 cos ^s
 • '12 $11,  % a	 1
CONTINUE
Note: So* also Slow Loop Computations and Fast loop Ceaputations.
F-3
APPENDIX G
CONTROL SYSTEM SUBROUTINES
6
a
a
G-1
Subroutine 1
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED. 	 page 1
Auto Maneuver Subroutine 11.
c
;-
c
See page G-6
G-3
Subroutine 1
Page 2
Star Tracker Computations
Compute present orientation relative to solar inertial attitude,
[A*]bui, from off-nominal star tracker measurements.
[A]bu 1- 	 [(-E)x] [A] os [A]bs
[A] bui	 [A]bu [A]bb'
Set
[A] b
*
u 	 [A]bui
Final [A]bu (=[A]buf)	 Calculated on Basis of e lv , B, A
[A]buf - [(S) x ] [( e lv ) yI [(-ax ) x] [(-t' 	 [(-oZ)Z]
Final [A] bu (_ [A] bLif ) Computed from 
^f, 
Of, 
^f
[A] huf = [( vf ) Z ] [(e f ) yI U( f)x]
Set
[A]hu	 [Al
Initial [,A] hu Obtained from Present LV
[A, bui = [Nx ] Pe p) y I
Compute 2b
0
-h	 [( A Z ) Z ] N A y ) y ] [(Ax ) x ] S2
0
G-4
Subroutine 1
Page 3
(see pages G-6 and G-7)
compute Y
c
and	 CDC
CD2
cD3
Auto Maneuver
Rate Subroutine
02
G-5
Subroutine 1
Page 4
Compute 
y  
and C 
ENTER
[A]C ' [A]^ui [A]t'uf
Y c ' cos -1
 {1/2[Ac(1,1) + Ac (2,2) + Ac (3,3) - 1]}
U l
 ' Ac (3,2) - Ac (2,3)
U2 - Ac (1,3) - Ac (3,1)
U3 - Ac (2.1) - Ac
 (1.2)
Yc < .25 deg	
YESIICR - 1
	
EXIT
(.00438 rad)
NO
Yc < 173 deg	 NO	 G27
(2.97 rad)	 E
YES
Cpl	 U1
ICp - Cpl - ^ U2
Cp3	 °3J
G-6
Subroutine 1
Page 5
G27
[S] • 1/2 ([A] C + [A]cl
Cpl
(S 1	 1 -cos	 11/2
t	 cas r)
Cpl [ 5 2 2	 Coscos Y)^
112
Cp3
fS 3 3	 _ cos
L	 cos yj
112
ICpl
2	 2	 2 -1/2Cp • (C pl + C p2 + C p3 )	pl
p3
C p
	Cp SIGN (U1)
C PI > C p2	 YES
C P1 'Cp3
Lp2 = Cp2 SIGN [S(1,2)]
C p3 = C p3 SIGN [S(1,3)]
NO
cI ^ C
	
NO	 Cp ' c  SIGN (U 3)
p2	 pl
Cp2 > Cp3	 Cpl	 Cpl SIGN [S(1,3)]
YES	 Cp2	 Cp2 SIGN [S(2,3)]
C p • c  SIGN (U2)
C PI	 C pl SIGN [S(1,2)]
C p3 = C p3 SIGN [S(2,3)]
IICR • 1
EXIT
G-1
}Subroutine 1
Page 6
G-8
Subroutine 2
Page 1
Auto Maneuver Rate Subroutine 02
G-9
Subrouti ire 3
Page 1
Momentum Management Subroutine M3
10
c_	 2
'	 A3 3^yx
olyx = Iy - Ix
A2	 12 
• Afxz
oI Xz = I x - Iz
Subroutine 3
Page 2
it Computation of E Angles
`yl - A2 (B 21 Hxb + B22 Hyb + 623 Hzb)
Ey2 - A2 (-B' Hxb + B 22 Hyb + B23 Hzb)
E zl - A3 (B31 Hxb + B32 Hyb + B33 Hzb)
E z2 - A3	 33(-B31 Hxb + B32 Hyb + B 	 Hzb)
B, =
	
sin' _ _	 cos s
21	 1 - ccs 2p	 B31 - 1 - cos 2pr	 r
a/ 	 aP3
	B 2L = D	 B32	 D
B'
	
a t
	B, = a22
23	 D	 33	 D
C = a 22 a 33 + a23
a'	 _ - 1 (1 + cos 2-s) (2p + sin 2p ) + (2p - sin 2p )22	 ?.	 r	 r	 r	 r
a'	 _ - 1 sin 2Q (2p + sin 20 ,)
23	 2	 r	 r
a' - 1 (1 - cos 2s) (2p + sin 2p ) - (2p - sin 2p )33	 2	 r	 r	 r	 r
G-11
Subroutine 3
Page 3
Maneuver Times
o r	 Orbital half angle used for momentum removal (rad)
Orbital angular velocity (rad/sec)
t1 f
	 t 
+ (11	
ey1 + Ezl1
Vehicle angular rate limit (rad/sec)
Maneuver 2
_	 - ^'tm _ 1	 _	 2	 _	 2
t 20	 2Wl	 (Eyl	Ey2 ) + ( `z1	 Ez2)
1
t2f =
	 tm + 2.1V- y2 ) 2 + (E zl - .:z2)2
t	 =	 I tm 
+ , r - 1	 fr -- + -2
3nw l 	y2	 z2
tm + ' r
t 	 -	 -
If .-.; j is negative, the next maneuver initialization time must be
delayed. The following equations apply.
,
J	
r	 W1 V yJ + zj - 2 ^ 1 v( yl	 'y2 )2 + (` zl	 Ez2)2
where
	
(3-6)
j = 1, 2
G-12
Subroutine 3
Page 4
it This equation is valid for both the Y- and Z- axes. Thus, only one np is
required per maneuver, not one for each axis.
If op j
 is negative, delay the next initial maneuver time so that
1
t0	
_
+1)o - t(j+1)o	 2n °p j .
G-13
Subroutine 3
Page 5
Maneuver Rates
Maneuver 1
Eyl
`yl =	 2__.	 --2
- wl
Eyl + Ezl
Ezl
zl
 FYI 
2wl
+ `zl
Mancuvnr ?
(Cy2 - y1)
y2	 (Eyl=y2)2 + ` ` zl	 '7	 )2 1
T	 2 +	 _E 2
z2 	 zl
z2	
y^	
°y2)	 (`zl	 z2)	
1
"aneuver 3
- 
v2
E
°y3	 \ J y2
-+ z2 yl
`z2
z3 = ^
V	
l
` y2	 z2
G-14
Momentum Management Rate Subroutine k4
I
it
Subroutine 4
Page 1
G-15
Subroutine 4
Page 2
G20
H tam = (1 - SF2) Htmax
cmI Hy I y + Lm2H
zIz
	'm = 	 _ 
	
i2 2	 2 ,2
Oml I y + 0m2'z
	
_	
2	
2	 2
Hmm ^^ 
H2", - Htm + 2 "m
H
mm
`l = /c I
Z + f 2 I2
	
V ml y	 m2 z
tAIT subroutine
G-16
Subroutine 5
Page 1
Gimbal Caging Subroutine N5
ENTER
°1 = K9 (a ld - aI)
°2 • K9 (a2d - a2)
°3 • K9 (a3d - a3)
6I • K9 fie ld - el)
6 2
 • K9 (62d
	
62)
9 3	K9 (a 3d63)
I
EXIT subroutine
G-11
Orbit Darkness Subroutine Nb
Subroutine 6
Page 1
G-18
Subroutine 7
Page 1
Pseudo Axis Maneuver Subroutine 07ENTER
XNOES 
(sample Hy at sunset terminator)	
Total Stored CMG
 Momentum Subroutine 010
 (sample H at sunrise
terminator andES calculate at)	
Total Stored CMG
Momentum Subroutine 010
Hy(n+1) = Hy
Calculate Pseudo
Axis Subroutine 012
e EZ = e EZ + a0
H =H
Yn	 YEXIT Pseudo Axis	 I
Maneuver Subroutine
I
G-19
Subroutine 8
Page 1
Local Vertical Rate and Attitude Error Calculation Subroutine h8
ENTER
NO
IDELV - It
(Delta maneuver from ILV in progress)
YES
YES
t<TF1
(terminate maneuver)
NO
Ac =0
Compute orbital
rate in Body
Coordinates
Subroutine /13
IDELV - 0
eex - P
rg 
- 
P
c - axe
ecy 
- 
Qrg 
- Q  - ilye
Bcz - Rrg - RC - aZe
(ecx ) i - (ecx ) 1-1 . exx at
(e^y ) i - ( ecy ) i-1 r ecy at
(ect ) i - (8u ) i-1 • 6ct At
where
I- indicates now value
i-1 - indicates Drevious value
( FMIT subroutine )
G-20
Subroutine 9
Page 1
Solar Inertial Daylight Rate and Attitude Error Calculation Subroutine 09
ENTER
r
cx i • zss
(ecy)ess1
where
i - indicates current value
(8cz)i ' kecz) 1-1 w R r9 At
•
"cz	 p rg
P
ey ' Qrg
A	 RE 	 r9
I
EXIT subroutine
G-21
Subroutine 10
Page 1
Total Stored CMG Momentum Suhroutine #10
H x = Ho
 I q 1 cos 1 1
 cos r l - g 2 sin f^ 2 - q 3 sin 
"3 
cos I<31
Hy = Ho 1- q 1 sin 
'`1 cos {11 + q 2 cos "2 cos i% 2 - q3 sin (^3)
H z = Ho i - q 1 sin i 1 - q2 s  n 
"2 
cos I' 2
 + 0 3 cos '`3 cos r 3 1
q. i - 1,2,3	 Constants set equal 1 or 0 depending upon the
operation of the i th CMS
i = 1,2,3 Instantaneous value of the outer and inner
CMG nimhal angles
Ho	 Stored momentum in each r'M('^
x
H y	Components of total stored momentum in the
H	
CMG system in holy coordinates
z
G-22
CSubroutine 11
Page 1
Compute Bias Momentum Subroutine #11
Called by: Momentum Management Subroutine and TACS Momentum Dump Subroutine
I
Hxb - P r9 I x + H x - 8 Q(I, - I y ) sin 2Q (sin 2e p - sin 2e0)
-Hxdb
Hyb = Q rg Iy + Hy + 3 Q(I z - I x ) cos s (cos 2e p - cos 290)
-Hyd b
Hzb = R rQ I z + H z + 4 s2(I x - I y ) sin e (cos 2e p - cos 2e0)
-Hzdh
Hxb
Hyh	 Components of bias momentum expected to he stored
H	 in the CMG system in body coordinates
zb
H 	 Comnonents of total instantaneous momentum stored
H y	in CMG system in hodv coordinates (comnuted every
H	 cycle in comp ute total stored momentum subroutine)
z
Hxdb
Hydh	 Desired components of momentum bias
Hzdh
it
G-23
Subroutine 12
Page 1
Calculate P seudo gals Subroutine 112
ENTER
[2 (N.n
	 N 
n.I) . H r]
y	 I	 I2.r - stn 2: r )II3-.. Cos	
I 1 ,	 1^I
E r 1T subroutine
G-24
Subroutine 13
Page 1
r
Orbit Rate in Body Coordinates Subroutine 113
ENTER
'xb	 0
Wyb • ZLY to body	 .,
0
zb
v	 c
	
x i	
x i l	
t
	(uy)1	
(ey ) i _ I
 . QC
	 2
	
:: )
	 16 )	 + R	 atI
	
z i	 : i_1	 c	 f
where
^F
EXIT subroutine
\1 ^^ \1	2
f	 I	
`	 2	
21)
IZLY to body)
J •
	 -(1 - 
, 2 / \iy
l 	 i	 2 y
L
l/
	 `/Z
2f
y
I1	
2) \^ '	 Z
1
G-25
Subroutine 14
Page 1
Auto Maneuver Rate and Attitude Error (altulatlon Subroutine all
O
G- 26
	 i
Subroutine 15
Page 1
PCS Control law Implementation Subroutine 015
ENTER
Computation of desired
torque +Mcdi
Computation of filtered
command torque (Mc 
f )
Computation of weighting factor
matrices [K . ], [Kw
Computation of control input
matrices [A], (B]
Computation of outer gimbal
rate limits (&lim`
Gimbal avoidance logic
computation i,_,+, lc_,i
Contrc l law computation
Gimbal stop logic
Gimbal rate limit logic
C
Go to CMG dynamics
G-27
Subroutine 15
Page 2
Detailed Eq uations for CMG Control Law Imolemertaticn
	
0	 -Rrg	 Grg
	
[RG] = R rg	 0	 -Prq
	
-Q rg	 Prg	 0
The Total Stored CMG Momentum Subroutine #10 is called which specifies
1HI.
Computation of Desired Torquc {Mcdl
Mcd I _ [A i `
	
E[K] . {aI + [K-1 {eI + 
H [RG] - W
	
111	
C
	
0
where
	
Kle	 0	 0
	
[K 9 ] = 0
	 K2.,	 0
	0 	 0	
K3a
	
K 1 sl	 0	
n
	
L 0	 0	 K3,,
Computation of Filtered Command Torque iMcfl
At this time, skip this com putation and let
M cf l = {Mcd1
A suborogram will he provided later to com p ute ^Mcf 1 from fMcdI
For i = 1,3, if
i
G-28
Subroutine 15
Page 3
Mcf i I ' Mcflim
then
Mcfl
M cf i M1 cf Mcflim
i
The total torque command is given by {M c
1 = {Mcf)
Computation of Weiqhting Factor Matrices [K a ], [Ks]
The weighting matrices [K a ] and [K 6 ] are given by
I
C
Kla	 0	 0cos
K2a
[Ka	
cos
] _	 0	
`:2	
0
0	 0	 K3 _,.
cos B3
Kl	 0	 0
[K^] - 0	 K2F	 0
0	 0	 K3^ J
The positive constants 
Kia 
and Ki3 are used to define the relative weighting
of the inner and outer gimbal rate components normal to the CMG momenta. in
case of a CMG failure or tem porary loss of control due to qimbal limitina,
the correspondin g constants 
Kic, 
or 
Kit 
could he set to zero by the control
computer.
Presently K. = K 	 1 if the i th CMG is operational; otherwise, the
constants are set to zero.
G-29
Subroutine 15
Page 4
Computation of Control Input Matrices A] and B]
For the orthogonal configuration, the matrices [A] and [B] are given by
sin a l cos
Bl 0 cos a 3 cos B3
[A] _- cos a l COs B l sin a 2 Cos B 2 0
0 Cos a 2 cos
B2
sin a 3 cos B3
cos a l sin 3 l cos B 2 -sin a 3 sin
63
[B] _- -sin a l sin 3 1 cos a 2 sin B 2 cos B3
cos B 1 -sin a 2 sin
P2 cos a 3 sin R3
[A] =E][A]
[B] =	 ['r] [B]
Computation of Outer Gimbal Rate Limits
	
_ alim	
for i = 1, 3
	
` ilim	 Cos C 
where
alim is a given number
Gimbal Avoidance Logic Computations
Let fH i I be the projection of fW on i th outer gimbal plane and let
fKAcfiI be the projection of fM cf I on i th outer gimbal plane.
Then
0
{H i l = Hi2
Hi3
	
fMcfi}	 M c f i 2
Mcfi3,
G- 30
Subroutine 15
Page 5
where (for the orthogonal configuration)
H12=Hy
H13 = HX
H22 = HZ
H23 = Hy
H32 = HX
H33 = HZ
and
Mcf12	 -M
cf2 (Mcfi = ith c3mponent of fM C O
Mcf13	 -Mcfl
M cf22	 -Mcf3
Mcf23	 -Mcf2
Mcf32	 -Mcfl
Mcf33	 -Mcf3
It 
= 3 {H) 1 	 {H1
n
h.1 =
	 -sin ai
COS iai
H i ) = - Km	 (1 - Kh • Ht) 'Mcfir + Kn • I t {Hi)
where Km is a oositive constant and
Kh = H
 if Ht ^ Hrr
otherwise,
_ 1
K h 	 Ht
G-31
Subroutine 15
Page 6
H. _	
{Hi}T	 {Hi}
&	 = K
rt ' Kh (
H iH - (h i }
T	fH.})
iqe
	
cos 
F  
	
i
where Krt is a given number,
sign iiga = sign (-H i2cos a i -H i3 sin rti)
If
H i2 • sin a i > 0
sign iiga = sign (-H i2 )
& iga 
= iige • sign "iga
i
la iga^ > K1 Iailim
a iga - K1lailiml ' sign 'iga
where
K^ is a positive constant	 1.
alga
l ={a ga	 '2ga
3oa
then
If
then
c^
G-32
Subroutine 15
Page 7
it	 (s 
9 
a) = - [B] -1 [A] {& 
g al
The following caution is exercised in the computation of [B]-l.
B ii I '— Bo
det [B]I 
_ Bol
If
det [B]I 
< Bol
then
Kbl sin ai
°iga	 cos 3i
and {; ga 1 is computed by the above equation, where Bo' Bol' Kbl are positive
constants.
If
1
^iga	 K 	 ^ilim
then
"iga = K  °lim
-sign Riga
where
K  is a positive constant < 1.
U - 3i
Subroutine 15
Page 8
Control Law Computation
L K2 ] = [K^]T . [K^]
[ K2] = [KR]T • [K^]
[ C ] = [ A ] [ K2 ] [ A ] T + [ B ] [K2 ] [BIT
Note that [C] is a 3x3 symmetric matrix.
If
rank [C] < 3
then
IC ii , ' Co
and
Idet [C] l
 > Col
where
C o and Col are positive constants.
1^I - - [K2] [A ] T [ C ] -1 { Mc}
t3 cd } 	 [K2][B ] T [ C ] -1 {Mc}
{a c } = { a cd ' + {,ga}
c,	
cd	 " ga
Gimbal Stop Logic
The discrete inputs from the CMG hardware and gimbal rate commands
implement the gimbal stop logic which sets
'ic	 0
	
if	
` i I	 `lni and 'ic sign	 i - 0
Ki  = 0
G- 34
Subroutine 15
Page 9
I	 and
tic = 0
K 	 =0
where
°`
lm = 175 deg
and
s
lm = 75 deg
if	 lsil > slm and Uic sign 3i > 0
Gimbal Rate Limit Logic
The gimbal rate commands are then limited by the conditions
` ic	
"i1im sign ai
if tail ? ^ilim
_	 and
t ic	
slim sign "i
if 1Ri1 - alim
F
G-35
Subroutine 16
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CMG Dynamics Subroutine #16
The reaction torque exerted on the spacecraft by the CMG system due to
the commanded gimbal rates is given by
	
0	 -R	 Q
[R] =	 R	 0	 -P
	
-Q	 P	 0
JCp 1 _ - H o
 ([A] {^e ) + [g] 6C)) _ [R] W
q
G- 36
Subroutine 17
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CMG Gimbal Integ ration Subroutine all
ENTER
(0
1 )
i
	(O 1 )	 °lr At
 1-1
(02 )
1	
(0 2 )	
• a2c ht
 1-1
(u 3 ) • (0 3 )	
• o3c Gt1	 1-1
(e l )
1	
(el)
	
etc at
 ^-!
(e2 )
1	
(0 2 )	 etc ;.t
 1-1
(e 3 )
1	
(e 3 )	
• 0 3 n 
EXIT subroutine
Note: The subscripts 1 and 1-1 refer to the current
value and the value from the p revious cycle.
respectively.
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mcr,tum ronstretnt Subroutine &I-
4—)
Subroutine 18
Page 1
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Subroutine 19
Page 1
TACS Phase Plane and Jet Select Logic Subroutine #19
TACS Phase Plane Section
d
EJ
1
REGION 1
5 ^FCfO
8	
^9 9
=:\,'P4
	
a
E•
o^	 3	 J
crO,y
s	 7
	
REGION 2	 6
2
i
Coordinates of Breakpoints
Point 1)	 (BPP1, BPRi)
Point 2)	 (BPP2, BPR2)
Point 3)	 (BPP3, BPR3)
Point 4)	 (BPP4, BPR4)
Point 5)	 (BPP5, BPR5)
Point 6)	 (BPP6, BPR6)
Point 7)	 (BPP7, BPR7)
Point 8)	 (BPP8, BPR8)
Point 9)	 (BPP9, BPR9)
E(2) coordinates are	
Ex' SEx)
E(3) coordinates are (a Ey' eEy)
E(1) coordinates are (a Ez' eEZ)
G- 39
Subroutine 19
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G-40
CSubroutine 19
Page 3
G-41
Subroutine 19
Page 4
G-42
+Y
OA
C^
T
	
+Z OA
Subroutine 19
Page 5
Figure G-1. TACS Jet Configuration
G-43
Subroutine 19
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Jet Select Logic
Jet ON	 Minimum Impulse
RPainn	 FIaas J FLAG( I)	 Flaqs PFLAG(I)
E Z	=	 E(1) E X	 =	 E ( 2 ) 1 2	 3 4	 5 6 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6
1 1 X
2 X
3 X X
4 X X
5 X X
2 1 X
2 X
3 X X
4 X X
5 X X
3 1 X X
2 X X
3
4 X X X X
5 X X X X
4 1 X X
2 X X
3 X X X X
4 X X
5 X X
5 1 X X
2 X X
3 X X X X
4 X X
5 X X
E y = E(3)
	
1	 2 3 4	 5 6	 1 2	 3 4 5 6
1 X
2 X
3
4 X X
5 X X
G-44
Jet Select Logic
I
C
Subroutine 19
Page 7
G-45
Subroutine 19
Page 8
0
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9(:#
Subroutine 19
Page 9
G-47
Subroutine 19
'age 10
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Subroutine 19
Page 11
126
L^
G-49
Compute TACS Torque Subroutine #10
ID
Subroutine 20
Page 1
G-50
'­ jbrouti ne 21
rage 1
TACS Momentum Dump Subroutine #21
Eg'EP
Nxd - r
^ txon
xn
Nn	 N
I TSDN = 17	 T yd
	
ctyon
yn
Nzd
YES	
Ftzon
zn 
T xon - t i ICtxonI
Ixon	 1
ITSON = 1
\ YES	 oin
lion = 1 ,	 t > T	 o
xon
vrc
Ctxon ' 0
Ixon	 0
Iyon • 1
Nn
Ty,	
- t +	 (Ctvnn JFLAG(1)	 =	 1
PFLAG(1)	 =	 1
JFLAG(A)	 =	 1
P PLAG(E)	 1
C^nnute TAFS Torque
Subroutine •2n
^.' n	G1a
j
0
YE S	 JFLAG(3) = 1
P FLAG(3) = 1.
JFLAG(6)
	
1
-' F LAG(6) = 1.
G-51
Subroutine 21
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Subroutine 22
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f
TACS Fuel Consumption Suhroutine A22
T
NJET - at
	 L JFLAC(i) • PFLA,(i)
i
NJET = 0 ?
	
YES
Nn
TATH	 ATH ([MPC)` + PTH (P"PC) + CTH
'iS v	DTH ([wvr) 2 + r7H ([MOr1 . PT.
TPC = TATH	 NJET + TPC
uvr = I" v C + TATH	 :J FT
FY.[T Su M OUti no
I
a
;
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H-1
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0
s
9
Simulation of Rate Gyro Subroutine 023
INPUT
P' =K	 P+K
rg 1	rg2
Q' =K	 O+K
rg 3	rg4
R' K	 R+K
rg 5	rgb
Prg = Arg Srg i-1 + Brg Srg i-2 + Crg Prg i- 1 + DrgPrgi-2
Q	 = A	 T	 +B	 T	 +C Q	 +D	 Q	 Irg	 rg rgi-1	 rg rgi-2	 rg rgi-1	 rg rgi-2
R r = Ar Ur	+ Br U r 	 + C r Rr	 + 0rq rg
,-29	 9i-1	 g	 gi-2	 g gi-1	 Rr i 
S
rQi
R'
Output	 Prg, Qrg ' Rrg
Note: The notations i, i-1, and i-2 refer to the current
value, the value calculated on the previous com-
pute cycle, and the value calculated 2 compute
cycles earlier.
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Simulation of Sun Sensor Subroutine #24
INPUT
ebs1	 =	
Kss1
e	 + Kbs,	
ss2
p bsl	 =	 Kss3 ^bsl + Kss4
= ASLOP
a s 	or (p
ASUN3
ASUNI	 ASUN2
ebsl
 or mbsi
+ B	 e	 + C	 e
essi	 - Ass	 e ss i
-1
ss	 gs i 	ss	 gsi_1
z ssl	 = Ass
	 ss
+ 
e	 + Css	
^^l	
ss	
m`i
-1
1
Output ess , Oss•
^	 1
Note: The subscripts i and i-1 refer to the
current value and the va'ue calculated
on the , revious compute cycle,
respectively.
H-4
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Solve [A] Based on Current Mode Status
Mode	 Value of [°,]
Delta Maneuver from 	 [(t1 )z][(AY)y][(AX)X][n/2)z][A]bv
ZLV (1DFLTA = 1)
ZLV (ISTAR = 1)	 [(7/2) ][A]
z	 bV
Arbitrary Inertial	 [A]/
bu
Hold (IARBI = 1)
Solar Inertial	 [A]iu [(-E)x][A]os [A]bs
(IPSI = 1)
Solve Vehicle Attitude Deviations from Current Reference
See Figure I-1 for a geometrical interpretation of the pointing errors.
f ij = Element from i tn row and j th column of [;,]
© x = sin -1 (f12 + f13)1/2
	
0< a x < 7/2
	 for	 f11 _ 0
	
7r/2 < 6  <- 7T	 for	 f 1 < 0
ay
 = sin -1 (f21 + f23)1/2
	
0 <- H <- n/2
	 for	 f	 > 0
Y	 22 -
	
7/2 < P  < r	 for	
f22	 0
C
(. F
I-3
	 1
e Z
 = sin (f3 1 + f3211/2
0 < a Z < 7/2	 for	 f33 > 0
/2	 r Z
 s n	 for	 f33	 0
	
-f	 f
y x = tan-l(l2)12	 gX = tan-1 f13
11	 11
n = tan-1
	
f
-f 23
	
, = tan-1
	 f 2l
y	 22	 y	 f 22
ff
a Z = tan-1 f32	 Qz = tan-1 I f
33	 33
Each of ay, 
a z I Sx , Ix, and y  is in the range
-4
c	
Z,.
x 
Y
I
/-b
Figure I-1.	 Definition of Pointing Errors
Between Body and Current
Reference Coordinate System
:-5
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